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SNIB ONLY WITH SPRING SPINDLE
FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
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Olivari privacy turn snib used for Australian style locks only.
Ensure lock has turn snib adapter installed in cylinder hole.

Use the following fit-off instructions once the lock has been installed
1.

Insert the spindles flat end with spring into the turn snib adapter within lock.

2.

Place mounting plate over spindle to retain in the snib adapter, slide the snib
over the spindle and into rose mounting plate to help centre the spindle,
then secure the rose mounting plate to the face of the door using screws.

3.

Remove the turn snib and place the rose cover over the mounting plate and
press firmly into position.

4.

Slide snib over the end of the spindle, centre and press firmly into mounting
plate.

5.

Insert the grub screw and secure firmly with hexagonal key supplied.
DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN

Diagrams and instructions are to be used as reference only. All templates must be printed at 100% scaling. Fixing instructions must be strictly adhered
to. All parts supplied must be used; no responsibility will be taken for incorrect installation. Bellevue Architectural is not held liable for any damaged
hardware due to incorrect installation and as such, is not considered to be under warranty. Warranty is return to base and does not cover transport and
or any labour costs. Bellevue Architectural reserves the right to update and alter any information at any time. If unclear on instructions or for any further
enquiries, please contact Bellevue Architectural. (Bellevue Architectural is a trading name of Bellevue Imports Pty Ltd)

